Welcome to the Rhythmic Lizard Moon of Equality
This is the sixth moon of the Planetary Service Wavespell, holding the power of Rhythmic Equality
This Moon marks two years since December 21, 2012 date. WE WERE BORN FOR THIS TIME. The past isn’t what it
used to be and is always changing according to new evolutionary context. Many on our planet are in a state of fear or
depression. Depression sets in when we do not feel a higher cause to serve. Without a vision the people perish. We
chase one distraction after another, but are left empty.
According to the Law of Time, depression increases each year that we continue to live in cycles out of harmony with
nature. This has an accumulated effect on our whole species. Living in an artificial time matrix distorts the natural flow of
life-force. If this distortion is not remedied then it can turn into uncontrollable rage and depression as demonstrated by
more than 30 million Americans taking antidepressants.
We are in an unprecedented shift of consciousness. By clinging to old thinking of "how things should be" is to crystallize
part of our energy field and thus impede the flow of new beam life-force. The New Beam, New Earth and New Reality are
Real, even though it may not be visible to the eyes of most humans. There was a time when people would have
dismissed the idea of a world wide web with skepticism, but now everyone can log in to the Internet. Likewise we can
tune into this new beam consciousness by directing our mind toward what is good and positive. It is all here available, but
is covered over by the shadows of the artificial time matrix.
The influence of New Beam consciousness is ever-flickering at our periphery. Beam information is telepathically passed
across star systems from one galactic intelligence to another. Energy flows where attention goes. It is our duty, those who
hear the call, to remain positive for the sake of the whole. This solstice is a key time to unify and strengthen our will to
Good, and envision a harmonious future, which begins by becoming fully present in the NOW.
The 13 Moon calendar gives us a daily tracking device to keep our consciousness aligned with harmonic cycles. This
makes it much easier for us to keep focus at a time of great instability. It tunes us into the Nooosphere, the planetary
mind that his beyond the biosphere and the atmosphere. The noosphere is the convergence point where our minds
become One.

Wavespells of the year Red Solar Moon
The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Dragon kin 1, is the first wavespell of the Tzolkin and of the Red Castle of
Becoming, Court of Birth and represents the power of Birth, the action of nourishment and the essence of Being. It is also
the beginning of the Genesis of the Dragon that started 26.000 years ago. We have the chance to give birth to ourselves
and what we really need, through our the female, creative power and take care of our belly and the belly of the Earth,
source of all life.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 1: the Physical Rescue. Bottle 1 will be a purification
for the body while it nourishes the being. It is the first of the Major Arcana in the Tarots: the Magician. As Magicians we
can start being aware we have all the elements in us, all the tools we can use to create and give birth to something new.
We can have a fresh understanding of our role in the creative process of life. Our affirmation can be: I love life and life
loves me.

It is the first of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life, the Galactatron—the Initiator the Red Dragon.
The Primal Force of Cosmic Being. Holds the Marka Pole (upper pole) that controls the power of cosmic being and
descends as cosmic knowledge. Opens the Universal Light Gate to the Court of the Avatar

In relation to the wavespells that followed the Closing of the Cycle and the 16 years of the Cube of the Law (1996-19972012-2013) this is the second and relates to the White Magnetic Wind kin 222, in the Central Green Castle of
Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that synchronizes the human.. Represents the power of Spirit, the action of

Communication and the essence of Breath.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 2: the Peace Bottle.. Bottle 2 will be the possibility to
bring peace in the depth of the self and in the conscious mind and to communicate this peace. To become a breath of
peace. It is the second of the Major Arcana in the Tarots: the High Priestess. As a High Priestess we can let the Spirit
speak through us and be a channel for a peaceful, nurturing energy.

It is the second of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life, The High Priestess, the White Wind. The Essence of
Cosmic Spirit, Urania, The Spirit Breather –Holds the Darka Pole (lower pole) that controls the power of cosmic spirit
that ascends as prophecy. Opens the Universal Light gate to the Court of the Prophet.

Moons of the year Red Solar Moon

In relation to the service wavespell of the year, that of the Red Magnetic Dragon, attracting the power of Birth, and to the
wavespell of the White Magnetic Wind, attracting the communication of the Spirit, this Sixth Moon relates to the sixth
steps of the wavespells and their organizing the purpose, the White Rhythmic Worldbridger, kin 6, and the Blue
Rhythmic Hand, kin 227.
We can let go for the purpose of giving birth to something new, being aware that we also need to die in order to create
new opportunities if we want to bring healing in a balanced way. We will be supported in this task by the the Skywalker
and explore new spaces while the Human will influence through his wisdom.
In Aura-Soma these codes relate to Equilibrium 6, the Energy Bottle, and Equilibrium 7, the Garden of Gethsemene, the
Lovers and the Chariot in the Tarots, the Hierophant and the Avatar in the 20 Galactic Archetypes

B6: The Energy Bottle: Enthusiasm and love for life, that life force that arises when we are approaching death and will
drive us towards a new life, in another world, or a new physical body in the 3D reality.
It represents the potential of awakening to the whole of our physicality or to a new opportunitiy if we are able to be more
detached, less identified, and let go, die to what has been,
Red/Red like the Lovers in the Tarots connotes unification of the principle of male and female coming together. There is
an inner equalization of these 2 basic energies, Ying and Yang, through their inner marriage.
Tarot: The choice between spiritual and physical/material. Relates to love and sexuality, separation and union. The
possibility of fulfilment on all levels. A time to make choices.

Galactic Archetype: I am the Hierophant – White Worldbridger. I am the First Source of Power: Power of Death.
Hierophant is the revealer of the sacred, the guardian of the store of death, the sacred source of knowledge.
Hierophant is the second to be initiated into the mystery of Cosmic being by the Primal Force Galactatron. His power of
death balances the Serpent Initiate’s power of sex. Serpent Initiate is the generator of the
red electrical circuit and the Hierophant is the terminal of the blue electrical circuit.

The Hierophant reveals the sacred power of the knowledge of death, and has authority to transmit this knowledge into the
Avatar, and all, like the avatar seek to be the living embodiments of cosmic knowledge. The Avatar can only teach by
exemplifying.

Equilibrium 7, the Garden of Gethsemene, trust in the process of life, the hope in how things may unfold.
The final test of faith is significant in relation to the opportunities in our life and wether we can trust what lies in the depths
of ourselves. The more we trust the process of life the more our destiny is likely to unfold, we let go of the bitterness of the
past and self-betrayal and healing can happen. The more we can make space within ourselves, the more the joy of
knowlegde can arise within our conscious mind and we can find our direction with clarity. Things then get accomplished.
Tarot: Being centered within one's self. Focusing the will can help to determine direction. There are no limits other than
the ones we set for ourselves.

Galactic Archetype I

am the Avatar – Blue Hand – I am the First Seat of Power: Power

of Cosmic Knowledge (Accomplishment). The Avatar embodies the descent of being as cosmic knowledge.
He/she is the third to be initiated by the Primal Force, Galactatron. He/she represents knowledge as the
accomplishment of cosmic being. Avatar receives initiatic empowerments
from the Serpent Initiate and from the Hierophant, so he/she becomes the balancer of death and sex, the
receiver of the two primal electrical currents, the red and the blue. As a model, the Avatar exemplifies how to
embody cosmic knowledge and fulfill the commands of the evolution of cosmic consciousness.
A fourth empowerment is received from the Yogi/Yogini and his mirror of
cosmic mediation. (See below, Court of Hunab Ku)
Receive the First Power of the Journey, Cosmic Knowledge

